2017-18 was the year of learning and evolving
Our NGO has been facing a number of challenges in meeting out the programme needs of
target groups and administrative needs of our organization since 2014-15. However, in
the year 2017-18, we had challenges in raising funds through international sources
despite we fulfilled all the legal compliances relating to foreign contribution promptly.
Foreign contribution was a major source of funding for our development projects, but, it
became zero in the year 2017-18.
So, our board and advisors suggested us to reduce the dependence on foreign funding and
that was the big lesson we learnt in 2017-18. It has thrown limelight on our fund raising
strategy and converting our NGO from charity model to social enterprising model.
However, we are delighted to have exceeded our target on women empowerment project.
We started working on social enterprising model that gave us revenue for meeting out
both programme and administrative needs. It is strongly hoped that our NGO would be
running a number of enterprises /small business units to sustain the development
activities.
As the institutional funding especially foreign funding sources have been decreasing due
to Government policies, we learnt a lesson that we needed to focus on individual and
domestic fund raising. So, we decided to update our website and to integrate payment
gateway. As the timely completion of projects as per agreed dates and submission of
reports were felt the need of hours to sustain the activities of our organization through
building rapport with existing donors.
Key lessons learnt during 2017-18:
✓
✓
✓
✓

Completion of projects on time and availing completion certificate from donors
Sharing all the financial and governance information in the NGO website
Focus on Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
Focus on domestic mainly institutional/individual donors instead of depending
foreign contribution.
✓ Converting charity based NGO model to Social enterprise model.
✓ Working with Governments would help us to scale our work
The above lessons inspired us to face the challenges. We had a number of challenges one
side, on the other hand we found ways to overcome those challenges. This resulted in
creating tangible impacts among the target people. We would like to give you a glimpse
of all our activities and results of those activities through this Annual Report 2017-18
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CEO’s Foreword
The experience that we gained last year made us to believe in implementing enterprising
activities only, would ensure sustainable women development and thereby community
development – K. Loganathan
If I look back the year 2017-18, it makes me to feel that the year is good in achieving inclusive
growth mainly among the women through the women Self-Help Groups(SHGs). Apart from
implementing regular savings, thrift and credit activities, we introduced Financial Inclusion
Technology (FIT), Digital literacy through National Digital Literacy Mission (NDLM). It is the
year that our NGO was able to reach more number of individual donors through Rice to
Challenge Initiative. We were able to serve the tribal community more in numbers through
welfare programmes. We built the capacity of our organization to implement Sustainable
development Goals (SDGs).
Our NGO initiated a number of steps during 2017-18 to promote its Credibility, Transparency
and Governance through renewing its empanelment with organizations like Tata Institute of
Social Sciences (TISS) CSR Hub, Guidestar India, CIOSA and Omprakash, USA. We had the
opportunity to work with leading organizations like Industree, NASSCOM Foundation (Atos
and Capgemini NDLM canters) and Hero Fincorp and that helped us to build the capacity of
our organization to serve the target community to bridge the digital divide.
We have initiated a number of steps to graduate from NGO model to social enterprise model as
the experience that we gained last year made us to believe in implementing enterprising
activities only, would ensure sustainable women development and thereby community
development. There is a scope for new partnership with leading development organizations like
United Way Chennai, Nivasa, Bangalore in the year 2018-19 as our work in the year 2017-18
was widely acclaimed and appreciated.
As our NGO built its capacity to implement CSR projects, it is expected that over next 3 years,
we will be able to formulate need based projects and to get the same implemented under
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR). I am very confident that our NGO will be expanding
our work in other parts of Tamilnadu through forging new partnerships with likeminded
development organizations.
I would like to thank our Donors, Board members, Volunteers, Interns and Well-wishers for
their continued support in many ways to lead our organizations towards achieving the vision of
creating sustainable communities.

K.Loganathan
Executive Director.
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Our Interventions, Strategies and Projects:
Vision
ASSCOD’s vision is of all people in rural India living in an economically developed
society, where men and women from all castes have their social rights recognised and
they have access to education and health services.

Mission
ASSCOD’s mission is to empower rural women and their families through facilitating
economic development, establishing educational opportunities and enabling health
improvements.

Interventions:
Our NGO mainly intervened to improve the living conditions of poor women those who
have been categorized as Below Poverty line (BPL) families. This enabled them to
attain social and economic empowerment. Our interventions are based on the activities
devised by us on Sustainable Development Goals (SDG).

Strategy:
Formation of Community based organizations (CBOs) like Self-Help Groups (SHGs)
for women, men and youth are our intervention strategy in the areas where people
especially women deserve for development support. Also, we work with likeminded
organizations mainly with other NGOs to enable our target groups to achieve holistic
development.

Projects:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Capacitation of women for sustainable development (Women Empowerment)
National Digital Literacy Mission (NDLM)
Financial Inclusion Technology (FIT)
Health ( Cataract control programme)
Education – Scholarship support
Rice to Challenge Initiative
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Highlights of the year 2017-18
Despite there were difficulties in meeting out the needs of target groups due to lack of
access to both financial and non financial resources, we firmed up our efforts sincerely
and attained the target that we fixed to achieve. Also, we have laid a strong foundation
with a focus on Corporate Social responsibility and it resulted in submitting our renewal
application for empanelment with Tata institute of Social Sciences (TISS) CSR Hub.
Comparing with previous years, 2017-18 was the year; we reached individual donors
and involved them in our development work. We reached about 15 High Net worth
Individuals those who contributed to our Rice to Challenge Initiative. Our NGO
published an article with the help of Ms.Aarti, Development Professional and that
helped us to reach a number of philanthropists to garner support for our Rice to
challenge Initiative.
o Attended a CSR Summit conducted by National Foundation for Corporate Social
Responsibility (NFCSR), New delhi
o Collected data to provide solar lighting to tribal families and submitted it to Rotary
foundation, Calcutta
o Forged new partnerships with organizations like NASSCOM foundation, Chennai,
Herofin Corp,
o New delhi and Industree, Bangalore
o Started a new programme called Rice to Challenge Initiative to support the
vulnerable sections to come out of poverty
o Held discussions with leading development Organizations like UnitedWay Chennai
(UWC), Nivasa, Bangalore to scale up our work and to implement new projects.
o Imparted training on financial literacy and Digital literacy to 1500 women and
children to bridge the gap on digital divide.
o Fulfilled all legal compliances on time and that enabled us to work with some key
international NGOs to avail mainly non financial resources.
o As Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is gaining importance and corporate are
looking for rated NGOs, our NGO submitted application for renewing empanelment
with Tata Institute of Social Sciences (TISS) CSR Hub
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Outreach and Outcomes
Women empowerment
Our NGO started its women empowerment project in year 2000. The project was
supported by both financially and technically by Development Promotion Group
(DPG), a leading NGO based in Chennai.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Objectives of the project
Organising the rural women into Self Help Groups (SHGs).
Capacitation of Self Help Groups (SHGs) through trainings and workshops on concept
of self help, leadership management, accounts and linkages.
Enabling the members to learn entrepreneurship and skills training.
Enabling the members to earn a decent income through engaging either in small
business are self employment activities.
Enabling the women members to own the assets in their names.
Enabling members to become successful entrepreneurs.
Scaling up the project in other areas to benefit more women.
To achieve the above objectives, we planned activities based on Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) and implemented the same in our target areas in
Kancheepuram and Thiruvannamalai Districts. The following table shows the details of
women empowerment project activities taken up during 2017-18.
Details of Self-Help Groups as on 31.03.2018.

a) No. of SHGs
b) Total Members of SHGs
c) Total Savings
d) Total Internal Loan
e) No. of women benefitted

..
..
..
..

362 Groups
6448 Members
Rs.1,15,90,382/Rs.6,80,74,610/6342

Details of Training Programmes as on 31.03.2018.
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Details of Training Programmes
Concept of Self-help
Leadership Training
Accounts
Linkages




No. of
SHGs

No. of Members
attended

336
324
324
324

5,455
652 leaders
972 leaders
963 leaders
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Impact of our women empowerment project:
• Women headed Community Based Organization (CBOs) Known as SHGs /federations /
Apex bodies have been empowered with the capacity of understanding the concepts of
self help, women’s rights, leadership, and how to establish linkages with banks/
government departments to avail various schemes and services. These capacity building
programmes to the members / leaders of SHGs have enabled the SHGs to function
independently.
• Micro finance services including financial literacy, livelihood skills, micro-credit and
marketing support enabled the women in SHGs, to involve in gainful employment
activities.
• Periodical training programmes/ workshops are provided to the established SHGs to
fine tune their leadership qualities, and improve their financial literacy level. This has
resulted in improved social and economic status of the women.
Case Study
Name of the beneficiary

:

Mrs. Nagammal W/o Arumugam
Magalakshmi SHG
Marudhadu,Vandavasi Taluk,
Thiruvannamalai Dt.

Mrs. Nagammal, aged 54 is a member of
Magalakshmi Self-Help Group(SHG). She
joined in this SHG about 8 years back as a
member. She has two sons and her husband Mr.
Arumugam is an agriculture laborer. Before
joining in the SHG, the family was in extreme
poverty.
In the SHG, she availed a loan of Rs.10,000
and enabled one of her sons to run a studio in Vandavasi town. Then, she availed
Rs.50,000 from Central Cooperative Bank through the SHG and the amount has been
invested in studio business to expand the activity. This activity started to give her an
additional income of Rs.10,000 per month.
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Also, she availed Rs.15,000 from Sangamam Apex body and Rs.20,000 from DPG
programme to buy 2 milk animals. All these activities are enabling her to earn an
average monthly income of Rs.25,000-30,000. One son got married another one son is
managing the studio. In addition to the studio, her second son completed B.Ed through
distance education mode. He is working as a teacher in a private school. She
constructed a house to the worth of 6 lakhs with toilet facility.
She said that after joining in the SHG, she had number opportunities to improve her
family both in social and economic aspects. Her second son completed M.Sc. (Physics)
and now studying B.Ed. She enabled her son to purchase a two wheeler known as TVS
splendor to the worth of Rs.50,000. She availed Rs.1,45,000 as a loan and out of which
she cleared Rs.1,25,000.
She is having assets to the worth of Rs.8,00,000 and possibilities are there for her son to
secured a good job. She expressed her sincere thanks to ASSCOD for enabling her to
improve their living conditions in economic and social aspects and enabling her son to
study professional courses.

National Digital Literacy Mission (NDLM) Programme
Our NGO partnered with NASSCOM Foundation to impart digital literacy to women,
Students, Traders and general public those who had no access to digital literacy. Based
on the survey results, we started a centre in Guduvanchery named Atos NDLM Centre
in January 2017 and ran the centre till April 2018. This report gives complete
information about the NDLM centre.
NDLM Centre Location :

Atos NDLM Cntre
Kuberan nagar,
Guduvanchery
Kancheepuram District

Project Background
National Digital Literacy Mission (NDLM) programme aims at creating altleast a
digitally literate and empowered person per household in India. This programme would
not only bridge the digital divide existing within the country but, would also empower
its beneficiaries to adopt internet technology for the day to day living.
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The NDLM centres aim primarily engaging citizens in diverse age groups in diverse
communities across India significantly impact human indices. Women, Youth and
Children in urban, semi urban and rural communities will be primary target groups.
When we had the opportunity to start the Atos NDLM Centre through NASSCOM
Foundation, we have conducted baseline survey reports in Tambaram and Chengalpattu
Taluks using the format designed by NASSCOM Foundation and found Guduvanchery
location was a suitable location based on the below report to start the centre :
After submitting the details in the above format, Representatives from NASSCOM
Foundation, Atos and ASSCOD visited the centre location and decided to start the
centre. This was the background for starting the centre in Guduvanchery.
Project Objectives
A programme to transform India into digitally empowered society and knowledge
based economy. The focus is to connect every households village,Panchayat,
Universities and Government departments providing solutions to the never ending
problems of rural India. This project will bring forth a new layer of engagement
between the Government,Businesses and Citizens.
This will improve ease of doing business in India. Integrating Technology into every
one’s everyday life, is a huge opportunity to achieve better citizen services ,inclusive
growth and a digitally empowered economy. The ultimate objective is to deliver all
possible Government services electronically. It is believed that a new thrust on
promoting mobile connectivity can help people make more progress on the digital path.
o To empower community with capacity building and training programme and make
them digitally literate using ICT as an outreach platform.
o To create an opportunity for collaboration of industry bodies to enhance digital
literacy in some urban/rural areas
o To facilitate deployment of rural citizen services through digital means thus reducing
frictional losses suffered by underserved community in trying to meet basic human
needs
o To train possibly 1000 candidates in a year to learn digital literacy.
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Project Activities and Outputs
• Enrollment drive is planned near Schools, Colleges& Social Places to reach local and
rural people.
• Community Mobilisor conducted enrolment campaigns in the Schools, Churches and
Self-help groups meetings.
• Hand bills distributed among the general public about the programme. Display boards
have been placed in the areas where people assemble together.
• Till now 710 people have attended the digital literacy training. The training imparted to
555 candidates, was Basic Computer Literacy which was a 20 hours digital literacy
module.
Other Details
Though the project was closed officially by 15th March, we kept the centre in the rented
premises till the 4th week of May and then transferred the assets in the presence of
Mrs.Juhee Krishnan. 155 students enrolled during Feb and March 2018 have not been
given full training due to their location was far away.
We requested to give 2 computers to train the enrolled students from Perunagar, but our
request was not considered. So, training 155 candidates are still in pending and that
causes much delay in submitting the final report especially pending reports for Feb and
March 2018. However, we are taking efforts to train the155 candidates by placing two
computers in Perunagar and hopefully the task will be completed by September 15th.
Case Study -1 (Batch 19 (October 2017))
B. Gowtham is studying 10th standard in Government
Higher Secondary School where he had no access to
Computer education. When Atos NDLM center
campaigned in this school for the enrollment, this boy
voluntarily joined in course. He belongs to most backward
community. When he was joining he had the expectation
to learn the basic of computer such as MS Office, internet
and digital payment methods. After the completion of the
course successfully, he said he learnt internet and opened
his email account in gmail.
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He is also sending the communications using email. Though he did not have computer
with internet connection, because of his learning about digital payment methods, he is
remitting the electricity bill, telephone bill, depositing cash through online payment
systems. He also made google searches to increase his knowledge on his subjects. He
said that he had the opportunity to learn and operate computer and other digital devices
only because of Atos NDLM Center.
Case study – 2 (Batch -20 (November 2017))

Rajagopal K is doing BA and belongs to a middle class
family. As I studied all my studies in government
educational institutions, I was not able to learn computer
education.
In this situtation I came to know about Atos NDLM
center and joined in the center in the month of October.
After completing the course, I started using internet,
making online payments and learnt the uses of digital
devices. Now, I am working in a super market where I
am doing job using computer and internet. I am thankful
to the Atos NDLM center that provided me an opportunity to learn and earn.

Case Study -3 (Batch-25 (December 2017))
I am Grace Shakinah Marissa J. I am living in
Urapakkam. I completed my 12th standard and I am not in
position to continue higher studies due to my poor
economic situation. In this situation, I came to know
about digital literacy programme conducted by Atos
NDLM center. I joined the course and learnt we various
digital devices used for effective communication. Also, I
learnt the basic functions of computers. I am planning to
buy a smart phone to do online payments, sending
communications through email and to do online searching
for self employment opportunities.
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Financial literacy
Financial literacy is one of the important programme to impart financial knowledge and
to enable the women to attain economic empowerment. In this connection, we had the
opportunity to work with a leading organization known as Industree, Bangalore.
Objectives
➢ To enhance the basic financial capability of the rural women.
➢ To enhance the income of the women through savings and thrift.
➢ To enable the women to benefit out of various financial products such as savings,
investment on shares, mutual funds etc.,.
➢ To enable the women to reduce expenditure their by saving the surplus.
➢ To enable the women to open bank accounts and to practice financial transactions
through banks.
➢ To enable the women to involve in business/ income generation activities through
sourcing loans and advances from formal financial institutions regulated by
government.
➢ To comply the Know Your Customers (KYC) Norms with the banks and government
departments.
➢ To facilitate the rural women to use online banking services such as ATM facility,
mobile banking, internet banking and electronic fund transfer.
Sl.
No.
1.
2.
3.

Name of the village
Manampathy Kandigai, Uthiramerur
Taluk,Kancheepuram District
Cheyyur,
Cheyyur
Taluk,
Kancheepuram District
Pazhaiyanoor,
Peruveli
Madurantakam
Taluk,
Kancheepuram District





No. of
Trainees
150
125
75
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Status of the Trainees.
150 women opened Bank
accounts in their names
125 women opened Bank
accounts in their names
75 women opened Bank
accounts in their names

Rice to Challenge Initiative
Though we have been in rural development for the last 20 years, it has been challenging
very much to bring the Tribal people into the main stream of the society. About 3000
tribal families are living in extreme poverty in Kancheeepuram District. To address the
issues of tribal people, we developed a concept note and forwarded it to a development
consultant. Based on our request, she visited 3 villages namely Kaliampoondi Landas
Colony, Manampathy Irular Colony and Perunagar Irular Colony on 1 st May 2017. As
she was worried about the living conditions of tribal people, she developed a project
concept known as “Rice to Challenge Initiative” to provide Rice to 81 families in 2
villages. The project was launched on 21 st May by distributing Rice to the families in
Landas Colony, Kaliampoondi and then distributed Rice to 41 families in another
village known as Manampathy Irular Colony. It is decided to keep these 2 villages for
pilot programme.
Title of the Project:
Sustainable livelihood promotion and addressing malnutrition issues among the tribal
people in 2villges, Kancheepuram District
Project Location:
Kaliampoondi Landas Colony and Manampathy Irular Colony
Target families :
81 Tribal and Landas families
Duration of the Project:
1 year (May 2017 – April 2018)
Goal: Eradication of Hunger, mal nutrition and provide access to livelihood
opportunities in order to ensure sustainable development among tribal families.
Objectives:
➢ To address hunger and ensure 3 times food with reasonable quality.
➢ To address anemia among women ( Pregnant and Lactating Mothers) and children
in the age group of 6-14 years
➢ To provide access to livelihood opportunities so as to sustain the Rice Challenge
initiative activities by the community themselves in 6 months of time.
➢ To facilitate the tribal families to receive Aadhar/Ration cards and to receive
benefits from the government.
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Activities:
➢ Providing Rice to the families for 3 months
➢ Providing goats ( 2 goats per family)
➢ Providing nutritional items such as dates, supplementary food for 3 months
➢ Providing country chicken eggs ( twice in a week ) to the children in the age group
of 6-14 for 6 months
➢ Facilitating the tribal families those who do not have Aadhar/Ration cards to receive
the same within 2 months
➢ Enrolling the women to get financial literacy training under the Prime Minister
National Financial Literacy Programme
➢ Enrolling the eligible women to get Digital Literacy training programme
Strategy for Implementation:
Conducting a survey in a professional manner and documenting the same for activities
planning to achieve the concrete results on Goals of the Project. ASSCOD Staff will
conduct survey to assess the needs of the community mainly on livelihood promotion.
ASSCOD will facilitate the target group to access/buy the livelihood assets and to
enable the target groups to earn a reasonable income. ASSCOD will work with other
organizations, Govt. Departments, Donors to facilitate the target groups to benefit
maximum benefits. Women Self Help Groups will be formed and involved fully in the
implementation of activities and to sustain the activities.
Impact:
➢ Tribal families have been freed from hunger and with impacted in earning own
income by engaging in National Rural Employment Scheme (NRES).
➢ Gender equality resulted in increased girl children enrollment/higher studies,
improved nutritional status among women.
➢ Increased income mainly among the women lead in equal decision making in the
families
➢ Tribal families have been liberated from Bonded labour
➢ Women would have bank accounts/savings- increase social and economic status.
➢ Tribal families would join in the main stream of the society.
➢ Tribal Children’s improved education and health status would impact in self
confidence among the tribal families.
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Health
Health programme is one of the important programmes of our organization. Initially our
organisation mainly worked on health through networking with health based and likeminded
organization like M/s Singvi Trust, Chennai and Sankara Nethralaya Eye Hospital, Chennai.
Our NGO has been focusing on addressing eye related issues of aged people especially cataract
patients.
Details of Health Camps Conducted during April 2017-Mar 2018
S.
No.

Conducted
by

Name of the
Village

Date of
camps

1.

Type
of
Health
camp
Eye camp

Agarwal
Eye hospital

Perunagar

21st May
2017

2.

Eye camp

Singvi
Trust

Karunguzhi

6th
July
2017

3.

General
Health
Camp
Dental
Camp

Meenakshi
Mission
Hospital
Karpaga
Vinayaga
Hospital

Kaliyampoondi

8th
Aug
2017

Thirupulivanam

12th Nov
2017

4.

Total
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No. of
People
benefited
Eye
glasses 180
Cataract
surgery
performed 26
Eye
Glasses 342
Cataract
surgery
performed 18
240

187

1446

Education
We have been implementing various activities on education although we are not
running any education institutions. Our activities on education were based on
Millennium Development Goals and the following goal was the primary one
Achieve Universal Primary education:
To achieve primary education, we identified schools mainly primary and middle
schools run by Government and implemented the following activities:
➢ Providing school uniforms, tuition fee, notebooks to the children in Government run
schools.
➢ Improving infrastructure support to the schools such as drinking water facility, toilet
construction and providing office furniture and equipments needed /required by the
schools.
➢ Conducting enrollment campaigns to get all eligible children enrolled in the primary
schools
➢ Supporting the Anganwadis to prepare the pre primary children for primary education.
Activities taken up during 2017-18 and the results achieved
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➢ 53 children studying in Primary/Middle schools were given scholarship support to
continue their studies
➢ One Middle School ( CSI Girls School, Karunguzhi) building was renovated and
equipped with necessary office equipments and furniture such as Amplifier with
mike sets , Fans, Steel Bureau, Benches etc,.
➢ A drinking water well was desilted in CSI Boys School, Karunguzhi and safe
drinking water supply was restored through water supply systems
Impacts :
➢ 53 children are going to schools regularly and performing well in their studies
➢ 88 girl children studying in CSI School have safe class rooms. There was no leaking
even during rain assuring safe and healthy children during school hours
➢ 120 children get safe drinking water and there has been no water borne health issues
among children.
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Financial Performance
During this reporting year 2017-18, ASSCOD raised Rs. 11,23,754/- of this 11,46,958
has been spent for various programmes as on 31.03.2017.

Donation
Jindal Foundation
Rice to Challenge

Indian Fund

Industree
Nasscom

0

100000 200000 300000 400000 500000

Women Empowerment
9% 5%

13%

Financial Litracy
(Education)

40%

Rice Donation
33%

NDLM
Administration
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The salary and benefits of the NGO Head, the highest paid staff member and the lowest paid
staff member. Please see sample below.
Head of the organisation:

Rs. _20,000__ per month

Highest paid:
month

Rs. __20,000_

Lowest paid:

Rs. 5,000_

per
per month

All remuneration and reimbursements to Board members. Even if there is ‘zero’ remuneration it
must be placed on record.
NO.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

NAME
P. Santhi
K. Loganathan
P. Muthu
K.Ananthi
C. Amudha
S. Ponni
T. Sumathi

Gross Remuneration PER ANNUM (Rs.)

3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000
3000

The distribution of staff according to salary levels and gender break up. Please see sample
below.
Slab of gross salary per month (in Rs)
plus benefits paid to staff

Male
staff

Female
staff

Total staff

Less than 5000

-

-

-

5,000 – 10,000

4

6

10

10,000 – 25,000

1

-

1

25,000 – 50,000

-

-

-

50,000 – 1,00,000

-

-

-

Greater than 1,00,000

-

-

-
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Total cost of international travel by all personnel (including volunteers) & Board Members–
segregating those incurred on organizational expense and those that were sponsored, along
with the name and designation of the person(s) who travelled, and the purpose(s) of travel.
Even if there is no travel it will be placed on record.

Name
Designation
Destination
Purpose
Gross Expense (Rs)
Sponsored by external
organisation

Total cost of national travel by all personnel (including volunteers) & Board Members–. Even if
there is no travel it will be placed on record.
Name

K. Loganathan

Designation

Executive Director

Destination

Bangalore

Purpose

Meetings, Conference and Project
proposal-follow up

Gross Expense (Rs)

8,000

Sponsored by external

ASSCOD

organisation
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I. Audit Report 2016-17
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Moving forward into 2018-19
It has been a wonderful learning experience when we look back year 2017-18. Based on
the learning, we plan to go ahead with the following agenda decisively:
1) Strengthening our organization Governance, improving its credibility and transparency
2) Hosting volunteers mainly from corporate volunteers utilizing the opportunity og
employee volunteering programme under CSR
3) Networking with other NGOs to scale up our work in other parts of Tamilnadu
4) Focus on women empowerment projects to convert our NGO from Charity model to
Social enterprise model
5) Renewal /applying for becoming empanelled members of organizations like Credibility
Alliance, CIOSA, TISS CSR HUB, Guidestar India and National Foundation for
Corporate Social Responsibility (NFCSR)
6) As there was no funding from International sources for the last 2 years, 2018-19 will
focus on foreign funding through hosting international volunteers to retain the validity
of Foreign Contribution Regulation Act (FCRA) approval
7) A micro finance company will be set up to provide all financial services to benefit the
rural women exclusively- includes forming Producers company.
8) Steps will be initiated to engage more number of professionals to ensure quality and
timely services to the target groups- Disaster management team will also be set up.
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Our identity and values
Our organization is identified by its core values. We have developed the values based
on the views realized by our Target groups, Management, Donors, Government
departments and other stakeholders. Our work will be guided and informed by our
beliefs and commitments to:
Inclusiveness
We respect people, value diversity and are committed to equality
Participation
We value and recognize the contribution of volunteers within organization and
communities
Quality
We strive for excellence through continuous improvement
Openness
We are committed to a culture of team work and collaboration
•
•
•

Provide a common sense of purpose and identity
Provide and long- term direction; and
Communicate internally and externally what our organization is about
Establishing the vision, mission and values is also an ongoing process of review to ensure that
they are still relevant for the current challenges and environment and all these are done with
the full involvement and active participation of our stake holders.
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Organizational Structure

Organogram
General Body

Executive Committee

Executive Director

Administrator

Accountant

Programme Director

Program Coordinator

Program Coordinator

[Prog. Unit -1]

[Health]

Programme Organisers

Program Coordinator
[Prog. Unit - 2]

Programme Organisers

CBOs

CBOs
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Our Partners (2017-18)
1) NASSCOM Foundation, New delhi/ Chennai
2) Industree Skills Pvt.Ltd, Bangalore
3) Sitaram Jindal Foundation
4) Chennai Volunteers (Rice to Challenge Initiative
5) Danamajo – Bangalore
6) Icharity- Gurgaon
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